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springs and floods, Ye flow'ry meads, and leaf-y woods;

Fare-well, fare-well, thou bus-y world, where reign

Short hours of joy, and years, and years of pain. Fare-well!

Fare-well, fare-
well, ye limpid springs and floods, Farewell, fare-well, thou busy world, thou

busy world, where reign Short hours of joy, and

years of pain, and years of pain, Short hours of joy, and

years of pain, Fare-well! Fare-well! Fare-well!
Andante Larghetto (♩ = 56)

Brighter scenes I seek above,

Brighter scenes I seek above,

In the realms of peace and love,

In the realms of peace and love;

Brighter scenes I seek above,
In the realms of peace and love,

Brighter scenes I seek above,

In the realms of peace and love.
In the realms of peace and love,

Adagio

Brighter scenes I seek above

in the realms of peace and love.

colla voce

Tempo I